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About This Content

Seacow Wagons are used throughout the UK Rail Network for transporting ballast and allow dispensing onto the track bed. The
first examples were built in 1952 with more b 5d3b920ae0
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English

A interesting addition to TS from JT and right up the alley for people with a interest in maintenance trains. Wagons come in
various schemes and textures from clean to dirty to even rusty. Watching the ballast fall on the line is fun but does come with
downsides: No manual "Big no no" Money better spent going to JT themselves and getting the wagons there as bundles are
available No explanation on how to open wagons or even what ones to use. DO NOT use with steam loco's unless there is no
engineer present on the wagons otherwise this affects the loco's controls Selection is a tad too much with wagons being selected
from the loco panel and the rest in the wagons section including the wagons colour, wagon E "Engineer", wagon E/L "Engineer
and Loaded" and just a normal wagon. Now lets say you want to use the wagons in a scenario but they won't unload. When
building the consist the final wagon MUST be selected from the loco panel "strange aye" and placed at the rear. From here you
will change cabs "CTRL + or = whichever you choose" and you will end up on the wagon. To open wagon doors simply move
the mouse over the right most wheel and spin clockwise and check occasionally to see if ballast unloads. Once satisfied simply
spin anti clockwise until closed. No scenarios are provided but the pack is usefull if you need the wagons now and the bundles
are unaffordable at the time.. A interesting addition to TS from JT and right up the alley for people with a interest in
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maintenance trains. Wagons come in various schemes and textures from clean to dirty to even rusty. Watching the ballast fall on
the line is fun but does come with downsides: No manual "Big no no" Money better spent going to JT themselves and getting the
wagons there as bundles are available No explanation on how to open wagons or even what ones to use. DO NOT use with steam
loco's unless there is no engineer present on the wagons otherwise this affects the loco's controls Selection is a tad too much with
wagons being selected from the loco panel and the rest in the wagons section including the wagons colour, wagon E "Engineer",
wagon E/L "Engineer and Loaded" and just a normal wagon. Now lets say you want to use the wagons in a scenario but they
won't unload. When building the consist the final wagon MUST be selected from the loco panel "strange aye" and placed at the
rear. From here you will change cabs "CTRL + or = whichever you choose" and you will end up on the wagon. To open wagon
doors simply move the mouse over the right most wheel and spin clockwise and check occasionally to see if ballast unloads.
Once satisfied simply spin anti clockwise until closed. No scenarios are provided but the pack is usefull if you need the wagons
now and the bundles are unaffordable at the time.
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